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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter discusses the background of the study, the statement of 

problem, purpose of the study, significance of the study, scope and limitation and 

definition of key terms.  

1.1 Background of the Study  

English as a compulsory subject is one of the important languages to be taught 

in every school degree. English is included in national curriculum by the 

government. It can be seen that of all educational levels include English as a 

subject whether from elementary school to university. Moreover, English has to 

be mastered by students in order to meet the requirement of the English as an 

international language. These are reflected by a number of communication tools 

and others which use English, for example, the using of technology like hand 

phone, computer and also textbook in teaching learning process.  

In teaching learning process, it cannot be avoided that teachers cannot be 

separated from textbooks as guidance. Both of them are interrelated in favor of 

teaching learning activities in the classroom. By using textbooks, students can be 

assisted in doing their assignments and easy to understand the instructions. 

Besides, teachers would find difficulty in teaching process when there are not 
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guidebooks used as a source of knowledge. Richards (2001) states that created 

material refers to textbook and other developed instructional resources. Textbooks 

are often accompanied by workbooks, CDs and cassettes, videos, CDs-ROMs, and 

comprehensive teaching guides, providing a rich and varied resource for teachers 

and learners. As printed material, textbook is extremely helpful to transmit the 

information and instruction for students.  

In achieving the goal of the teaching learning process, textbooks can be useful 

as a media that ease the students in understanding the material. Textbooks are 

books that students hold on to a certain level as a medium of learning 

(instructional), related to the specific subject areas (Ministry of National 

Education, 2004).  Textbooks as an element of education has important role, as a 

media, textbooks can increase the students’ comprehension of material given. 

Krisanjaya (1997) states that the function of a textbook for teachers are as a guide 

to identify what should be taught or learned by the students, knowing the order of 

presentation materials, knowing the teaching techniques and methods, teaching 

materials are easy to be obtained, and use it as a learning tool of students inside or 

outside of school.  

Regarding the role of textbooks in teaching and learning activity, teachers as a 

dominant person in the class, can be selective in choosing the textbook used. 

Although textbooks have interesting material or good content, but teachers have to 

know which textbooks really needed for students and appropriate with the 

curriculum. Moreover, teachers have to know the criteria of good textbooks. 

According to Ornstein (1990), good textbooks have desirable characteristic. They 
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are well organized, coherent, unified, relatively up to date, accurate, and relatively 

unbiased. Therefore, some researchers conducted the studies about the relevancy 

of the textbook with curriculum, the quality of the textbook and worksheet, etc.  

To know well about the quality of the textbook and worksheet, it is very 

important to conduct item analysis. According to Arikunto (1999), item analysis 

can be used to identify the quality of test items. The goal of item analysis is to 

identify the good item, poor item, and bad item. By analyzing the item, it can be 

found the information of the poor item and immediately conduct the 

improvement. It can be seen how far the difficulty level of each item.  

Furthermore, Djiwandono (2008) states that the item difficulty level means to 

investigate how easy or difficult the test is either as a whole or each items of the 

test. The item difficulty level can be counted by means comparing between 

students who did well and those who did poorly on the test. The item can be 

categorized easy if the more items can be answered correctly and vice versa. Thus 

the students know their ability and improve their learning activities.  

Empirically, the study of textbook is explained by other researchers, 

Wijayanto (2010) conducted the difficulty level on reading exercise in English 

textbook published by Ganeca in 2007. The result showed that the reading 

exercise had moderate difficulty level, since the average difficulty level of that 

book was in the range of 0.30-0.70. Another study is done by Arifin (2008), who 

investigated the quality of English student worksheet used by second year of 

junior high school arranged by MGMP team in Trenggalek. The result is the 
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English student worksheet arranged appropriate for students and dealt with the 

curriculum.  

In fact, textbooks are not the main sources in educational material. If the 

teachers use textbooks as the primary sources of their teaching, it can be a 

monotonous material and cannot expand. Besides, according to Richards (2001), 

textbook sometimes present in authentic language because texts, dialogues, and 

other aspects of content tend to be specially written to incorporate teaching points 

and are often not representative of real language use. It means that the existing of 

language in textbook sometimes not same as language use in daily life. The 

students would have difficulty in understanding the language in textbook. 

Therefore, some of schools use other sources as a guidebook in their teaching 

learning process, for instance worksheet.  

Nowadays, worksheet is used in every school from elementary to senior high 

school. Most of teachers assess students’ ability in learning process by using it. 

Some schools prefer to choose worksheet as their main media in teaching learning 

process to textbook. Printed material such as worksheet is considered as simple 

and appropriate materials. Worksheet can be easy or difficult material for 

students. If the worksheet is too easy, students will get good score and have no 

challenge to do the exercise and vice versa. Based on English teachers in 

elementary school, worksheet has the main role in getting the students score in 

order to know students’ understanding the material. Because of worksheet as the 

important media, teachers have to consider the content of the worksheet includes 

the materials and exercises.  
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There are many English student worksheets published by different publishers 

and one of those publishers is Media Pustaka. This worksheet is used by some 

elementary schools in Pasuruan. Besides, in SDN Pakukerto II, this worksheet 

used by three classes and the average scores is high, especially fifth grade. In fact, 

almost all students get high scores in doing this worksheet while they get low 

scores in middle test. It is the reason why the researcher intends to find out the 

difficulty level of students’ result on Proaktif worksheet used by fifth grade 

students of elementary school.  

 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Based on the background of the study above, the writer formulates the 

problem as follows: 

“How is the difficulty level of the students’ result on Proaktif worksheet 

published by Media Pustaka?” 

1.3 Purpose of the Study 

Based on the problem above, the purpose of the study is to find out the 

difficulty level of the students’ result on Proaktif worksheet published by 

Media Pustaka. 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

The result of the study is expected to: 

1. Give information for the English teachers who are responsible for 

evaluating and selecting the appropriate worksheet for each level, so that 

they will not make a mistake in choosing the worksheet. 
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2. Give the information to English textbook writers especially for the

elementary school to give more attention and evaluate the relevance of the

textbook that published.

1.5 Scope and Limitation 

This study is focused on the difficulty level of the students’ result on 

Proaktif  worksheet published by Media Pustaka used by fifth grade students 

at elementary school of Pakukerto II Pasuruan.  

Worksheet for fifth grade students of elementary school is divided into 

two semesters for one period of learning, that are semester one and semester 

two. In this study, the writer gives limitation only for semester one.  

1.6 Definition of Key Terms 

To get the definite definitions of the key terms used in the study, the following 

definition is given. 

Difficulty level : The proportion of students responding correctly to it and 

the number of   testees (Azwar, 1987) 

Worksheet : is a page (two) of task, distributed to each student to do 

either in class or at home, intended to be written on, and 

usually taken in by the teacher to be checked. Teacher-

made task can be seen as a specific kind of worksheet  

(Ur: 1996) 




